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Learning to cast is only the beginning of the complex task of catching a fish on fly. Getting the fly 

on the water can take some time and considerable practice. It would be easy to think you have 

mastered the art of fly fishing once you can make a cast. But being able to cast is not enough. 

Coping with the environment in which fish live is a whole new ball game. Water moves, wind 

blows and obstacles present themselves in the most unhelpful places. Dealing with these challenges 

is the key to success. Fish don’t try to make life easy for you and until you learn to deliver a fly 

where, when and how the fish wants it you may just be casting in vain. 
 

All this was brought home to me on a recent trip to a trout stream. As with many of my trips these 

days it is becoming increasingly difficult to find feeding fish. Low water levels, increased fishing 

pressure and high temperatures conspire to make the fishing difficult. When a fish does show itself 

I am keen to get the fly to it quickly before it disappears. In this particular scenario I was so quick 

with my cast I didn’t take the time to study the situation. My cast landed where I had aimed but 

before the fly reached the trout drag had set in and that was the last I saw of that fish. 

 

 
 



In most cases drag is the enemy of the fly fisher. Drag is caused by currents moving at different 

rates resulting in unusual movement of the fly. Fish are commonly put off by drag. There are times 

when skating a Caddis across the surface or skipping a Mayfly Dunn through the waves will entice 

a trout to take but these are the exceptions not the rule. To the fly fisher “drag” is a four letter word 

which can lead to the utterance of other four letter words when the fish is spooked.  Learning to 

mend the line and throw slack line casts can avoid drag and give you a good chance of catching a 

fish. You would think I would know that by now but sometimes through excitement, impatience or 

just laziness I can forget about drag. 

 

 

Mending is the re-positioning of the fly line to prevent drag. You can mend the line in the air before 

the line lands on the water (an aerial mend) or mend the line after it has landed on the water (a 

water mend). You can also avoid drag by introducing slack line into your cast. For the technical 

among you a mend is not a cast but something that happens after the rod stops and a loop is formed. 

When the movement to introduce slack or curves happens within the casting stoke itself, it is a cast 

not a mend. Not that any of that matters to the fish. Whether it is a mend or a cast all that matters to 

the fish is that the fly moves naturally.  

I’m not going to try and describe all of the many mends and casts that can be used to avoid drag. 

You will find all you need to know in any good casting book. I have added a list of videos of some 

of the more commonly used mends and casts at the end of the column. But, just as learning to cast 

is not the end game, learning these mends and curves doesn’t automatically catch fish. You have to 

learn how to use them. The most perfectly executed reach mend will still cause your fly to drag if 

you reach in the wrong direction.  

When learning how to use mends and curves I suggest it’s worth following the 5 Ps - pay attention, 

plan, position, practice and perform. I don’t always do this because when I see a fish excitement 

kicks in and want to put a fly in front of it as quickly as I can. I would have a lot more success if I 

followed theses 5 Ps. 

Pay attention 

As a teacher I have probably used that phrase a million times. Paying attention when fishing a 

stream, a lake or on the flats will reveal currents, rocks, wind direction and many other obstacles 

which your quarry will use to its advantage. Hold off and take the time to watch the water before 

making a cast. Learn to be observant and don’t rush in. 

 

Plan 

Once you have spent time studying the environment then you need a plan. How are you going to 

present the fly to reach the fish without drag? Do you make a cast or a mend? Should the mend be 

in the air or on the water? Where will the fly need to land? Your plan has to answer all these 

questions and more. The old Army adage of “Proper Planning and Preparation Prevents Piss Poor 

Performance” is very relevant here. 

 

Position 

In making your plan consider if you can position yourself better to present the fly. Moving closer or 

crossing the stream can avoid obstacles or currents. On the flats think about using the sun and tide 

to get the fly to the fish before it sees you. In real estate position is everything. It can be just as 

important in fly fishing.  

 

Practice 



It’s too late to practice the actual mend or cast that you plan to use once you are in position. If you 

haven’t practiced before going fishing it is no use practicing now. However, you can practice in 

your mind. Visualization is a tool that can help make the cast. Try to visualize how the line will 

unfurl and what you have to do to make it go where you want it to. Your first shot at a fish is 

usually your best chance of catching it. Make the perfect movements in your mind and then repeat 

it on the water. 

 

Perform 

By the time you get to the 5
th

 P it’s only a matter of performing the mend or cast just as you have 

practiced many times before at home. With the attention you have paid, the plan you have hatched 

and the position you have placed yourself in, catching the fish is a foregone conclusion. Or is it! 

Have you got the right fly? 
 

The thing that attracts most of us to fly fishing is that there is so much to learn. Using mends and 

curves successfully is just one step in the quest to master the art of fly fishing.  There will always 

be new knowledge and skills to acquire and for people like me there will always be the need to 

remember the 5 Ps in order to prevent “piss poor performance”. 
 

 

Common Mends and curves 
 

Aerial Mend 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bai4B6rMT8o 

"The aerial mend places a large curve of slack in the line - valuable for casting over or around 

obstacles or dealing with large changes in current..." 
 

Simple Curve Cast 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9xXSxr2hss 

"At times you'll want to be able to throw a line around a corner -- usually to get around an obstacle 

like a tree trunk or rock. And this is where your curve casts come in...." 
 

Reach Cast 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=14njsZy47qg 

"Of all the slack line casts this is the one that you'll use most often, in-fact if you tend to present 

your fly side on and at an angle to your fish - (and I suggest you do) then you'll want to use this cast 
 

Pile, Puddle or Parachute Cast 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6uHddBAH7g 

"What looks like the most basic slack line cast is actually quite difficult to do well. And it's the Pile, 

or Puddle Cast. Also called the parachute....." 
 

Tuck Cast 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mZ2WxjmWBo 

The tuck cast, or tuck mend is a great cast for getting heavily weighted nymphs or even streamers 

quickly down into the water column. 
 

Wiggle Cast 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcJtSEjYUog 

 This cast gives you slack line all the way down the line and is great for complex currents with lots 

of variations. It's also a good one for accurately presenting "fly first" directly down stream 
 

Bucket Mend 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bai4B6rMT8o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9xXSxr2hss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=14njsZy47qg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6uHddBAH7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mZ2WxjmWBo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcJtSEjYUog


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d26S-v3eB4s 

"The bucket mend is similar to the Aerial mend but the slack is thrown in the vertical plane rather 

than the horizontal plane..." 
 

Water Mend 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=5&v=B_c8w5TF34A 

How to mend your line on the water to ensure that you get a good dead drift. 
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